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Hans Zell Publishers

Some forthcoming titles for 1986

Dennis Duquen
A Concise Handbook of African Art: Ancient, Modern, and Contemporary
ca. 300 pp. ca. 160 black and white illustrations, ca. 30 colour plates, numerous maps
c. May 1986 Pre-publication price £40.00/$68.00 casebound ISBN 0-906450-18-7
Price after publication ca. £45.00/$80.00

Michael Mann, et al, editors
A Thesaurus of African Languages
A classified and annotated inventory of the spoken languages of Africa, with an appendix on their
orthographical representation
ca. 400 pp. ca. August 1986 ca. £40.00/$76.00 casebound ISBN 0-906450-24-8
(To be published for the International African Institute)

International African Institute, editors
Recherches
2nd revised and substantially expanded edition
ca. 380 pp. late 1986 ca. £40.00/$64.00 casebound ISBN 0-906450-25-6
(To be published for the International African Institute)

Colin Darch & Alice Nkhoma-Wamunza, editors
Africa Index to Continental Periodical Literature
Number 7 (covering 1982)
ca. 320 pp. ca. October 1986 ca. £24.00/$40.00 casebound 0-906450-26-4

James Gibbs
A Handbook for African Writers

A small number of a special paperback edition will be available from the Commonwealth Institute, London, for free or nominal
distribution only to African libraries and institutions and specific individuals. The paperback will not be available for sale on a
commercial basis outside of these categories.

Stirling University Press

We are pleased to announce the establishment of the Stirling University Press, in partnership
with K.G. Saur Ltd., and its affiliated imprint Hans Zell Publishers of Oxford. The press will
publish works both from within the University and from the wider academic community. The
programme will cover scholarly monographs, academic texts and research reports, as well as
multi-volume reference works. The initial list will be announced in the spring of 1986, and the
first titles are expected to be published in late 1986 or early 1987.

To order, or for more information on any of the above titles, write to:

Hans Zell Publishers, an imprint of K.G. Saur Ltd.
14 St. Giles, PO Box 58, Oxford OX1 1HL, England
Telephone (0865) 818364

Or to:
K.G. Saur Verlag KG, Pless大街eresäre 27, D-8000 München 71, Federal Republic of Germany

in the US and Canada order from:
K.G. Saur Inc., 179 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010